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Multicultural Association of  
Wood Buffalo

Dear Confluence readers,

Over the last year, the Multicultural Association has broken ground and grown 

in terms of staff, volunteers, board, programs, events and initiatives. Quarterly 

Confluence, Multicultural Engagement Meeting and Monthly Meet the World in 

Wood Buffalo shows are growing as well in terms of audience and community 

participation. The MCA team wishes to thank each and every one of you for being 

part of our great journey.

2015 is a year for consolidation and community building. As we progress into 

the New Year, we hope to see each of you take advantage of and join in every 

exciting thing we do: Our events: Multicultural EXPO, International Day for the 

Elimination of Racial Discrimination, AGM, Canada Day activities, Alberta Culture 

Days The World Meets in Wood Buffalo, We Love the Winters Here or the Human 

Rights Day. Our programs: Multicultural Cookery, Cross Cultural Parenting 

Program, Health and Wellness Program, Financial Literacy Program and the Home 

Ownership and Maintenance Program. This year will see two new programs: 

Cultural Competency training and the Interpretation Training. Other ways to share 

in the multicultural experience is to share your stories on our talk show Meet the 

World in Wood Buffalo and Confluence, our quarterly online newsletter. If you 

would like to learn more, be a member of the association, volunteer or simply make 

a suggestion, do get in touch with us at executivedirector@multiculturefm.org 

Wishing you all a happy and prosperous New Year 2015.

Wood Buffalo is the epitome of multiculturalism. Our cultural intersections shape 

shift and enrich us every day, whether recently arrived or have roots that go back 

several years, many generations.

Though we may travel our own cultural corridors, there are an incredible number of 

points of intersection everyday in our city between people of entirely different cultural 

backgrounds.

How do these intersections influence us? What kind of patterns of behavior and 

lifestyle evolve as a result? How do we relate to one another and build our sustainable 

community enriched by each interaction? 

You are invited to be part of  

Confluence by contributing a story, picture 

or poem about your everyday experience of 

multiculturalism on the streets, in workplaces 

or social events etc. in Wood Buffalo.

Executive Director: Mary Thomas 
Program Development Manager: 
Caitlin Downie 
Outreach Co-ordinator: Tayler Ashtyne O Neil 
Event and Volunteer Coordinator:  
Krystell O’Hara
Administrative Assistant: Jyothi Muthal
Board of Directors: Sana Elache, Jonathan 
Song, Sara Florez, Kouame Adie, Cindy Julaton, 
Don Grose, Rita Zhan, Paul McWilliams, Doug 
Nicholls and Alexandra Tarasenco

From the Editor’s desk

Email your contribution  

to Mary Thomas at  

executivedirector@multiculturefm.org  

or call us  
at 780 791 5186
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How a Cape-Bretoner came to 
call Fort McMurray home!
Verna Murphy

I
t was 2006, and like so many other 

families across Canada, and even 

around the world, we were in a 

transition state. We were trying to make 

the decision on whether or not we should 

move the kids to Fort McMurray. It was a 

decision that would forever change our 

lives, but first a little history.

My husband, Tim and I had been 

married for 11 years at that point, and 

he was working at a pulp mill in Port 

Hawkesbury, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia 

for about eight years, but in 2005-2006 

they had gone through a lock out for ten 

months, and it was devastating to the 

community and many families. During 

those 10 months many had moved west, 

with many landing in Fort McMurray and 

when the mill reopened, many did not 

come back. But Tim had been on the 

executive of the union at the mill, and 

stayed and worked through negotiations, 

and fought hard to see the mill reopen and 

get everyone back to work. But towards 

the end of the 10 months, we started to 

wonder about the future of the mill. We 

were tired of the instability of the job, and 

we decided to explore our options in Fort 

McMurray as well. In July of 2006 we flew 

out for a job interview and a tour of the 

city. And we began to talk to our friends 

and family about the fact that we were 

tempted to make the move. The reactions 

were immediate, emotional and I still 

remember them now all these years later. 

The majority thought that Fort 

McMurray was no place to raise a family. 

They had heard all the negative stories, 

just like we had, and they worried about 

what would happen to our family if we 

made the move out. Some couldn’t believe 

that we would think of leaving what was 

considered a good job at home, and some 

thought that we were “money hungry” 

to make the move, and not thankful for 

what we had. But at that point raises 

were hardly ever seen, we worried about 

lay-offs all the time, and I can remember 

budgeting cheques so that we could pay 

half a light bill, and half of another bill so 

we would have enough left over for gas and 

groceries. It was a stressful time, but at 

The majority 
thought that Fort 
McMurray was 
no place to raise a 
family
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the time we didn’t even realize how much 

stress we were under, because it really was 

all we had ever known. In our earlier years 

of marriage, Tim often had to travel and 

we would not see each other for months, 

as he went where there was work while I 

stayed at home and worked there. 

The trip to Fort McMurray was an eye-

opener. I can remember saying to Tim 

at the end of the first day that it did not 

seem at all like what we had heard. And 

coming in July was an added bonus, as 

the days were so long and sun-filled. The 

expansion at MacDonald Island was going 

on, and I remember the guide that we had 

filling us in and showing us the pictures of 

what they hoped it would look like. Coming 

from rural Cape Breton, that one building 

and the hopes of how the community 

was growing really did make the decision 

to make the move a bit easier. But it still 

took some months of struggling before we 

finally just tossed in the towel and made 

the move. 

Tim came first in the fall of 2006. We 

put the house on the market, and hoped it 

would sell by Christmas. It didn’t, and by 

the spring we were under more stress than 

ever. We were not a couple that did well 

when we lived apart. I felt the enormous 

responsibility of being a single parent of 

two boys who were very busy with hockey, 

swimming lessons and life in general. 

Never mind that it was the worst winter 

in Cape Breton in over 50 years. It was 

hard trying to look after the shoveling 

and snow blowing when I was used to 

Tim doing all that stuff. But we survived, 

and spring rolled around, and still the 

house sat on the market. Finally, after a 

miserable spring, we decided to just close 

up the house, and we would move to Fort 

McMurray to have the family together. I 

was excited and terrified all at the same 

time. Would the kids settle okay, would 

the house sell, would we be able to find 

a house in Fort McMurray that we could 

afford? Some nights the questions in my 

head kept me up for hours.

We decided to move during the first 

week of May of 2007, to give the kids a 

chance to meet some potential friends 

before the summer break started. Tim 

had decided to go work for Syncrude, 

and they provided temporary housing 

for about three months at the time. The 

house hunting began the day after I got off 

the plane, as the prices at the time were 

jumping higher and higher every day we 

waited. By August we were moving into our 

new home in Dickinsfield, I had found a job, 

the kids had settled into a good routine, 

and we were all together every night again. 

I worked very hard that first year to make 

sure that the boys were well adjusted, and 

were involved with activities they enjoyed 

so they could meet friends that they 

had things in common with in their new 

surroundings. Once it all started falling in 

place, I started spreading my own wings.

I have many wonderful stories to tell 

about people that I met over the years in 

Fort McMurray who gave me chances to 

do things that I never dreamed of doing. 

Multicultural Stories

The house 
hunting began 
the day after I got 
off the plane, as 
the prices at the 
time were jumping 
higher and higher 
every day we 
waited
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I was getting 
to meet so many 
people from all 
over the city that 
inspired me every 
day at work to 
do more for my 
community

But the best was that I decided to quit the 

initial job that I had taken after moving to 

town. I couldn’t believe that I was going 

to quit a job, but I was not happy going 

to work every day, and after meeting so 

many people who said I would find another 

job, I finally gave my notice. On my last 

day of work I met a man who asked me if I 

was going to site, and when I said I hadn’t 

decided what to do yet, he said, “Well, you 

are in Fort McMurray now, if you could get 

paid to do anything, what would it be?” I 

said if I could get paid to write, that would 

be my dream job. Turned out that man was 

Tim O’Rourke, and he was the publisher 

at the time of the Fort McMurray Today. 

Three weeks later I started a job where I 

was getting paid to write. But even better, 

I was getting to meet so many people from 

all over the city that inspired me every day 

at work to do more for my community. 

After writing a story about fostering, and 

the need for more foster parents in town, 

we decided to get involved with fostering 

as well, and have now been doing that for 

six years. 

Being a foster parent took us on a 

different journey for a while, and we ended 

up adopting our very first foster child. 

During her younger years, I did the same 

with her that I did with our boys, I stayed 

home and focused on her to give her a 

wonderful start in her precious little life. 

While it was hard some days, when we see 

her thriving and doing so well now, every 

single moment was worth it. 

Fort McMurray has been the best 

decision we ever made for our family. We 

have all flourished. We have watched our 

two older boys find things they love to do, 

and they have a strong circle of friends, 

and their parents have become friends to 

us as well. We would not have our little girl 

in our life, and for that alone, the move was 

worth every agonizing moment that we 

debated over the course of those months 

all those years ago. Just over two years 

ago Tim was in a terrible accident when he 

was hit by a drunk driver. Over the years 

people have said if we didn’t live here that 

wouldn’t have happened. That type of 

accident could have happened anywhere. 

It was the reaction of the community 

afterwards that made the difference. 

Strangers landed with meals for us, others 

mowed our lawn, and we were supported in 

so many countless ways. 

What we have learned about living in 

Fort McMurray is that everyone is family 

here. We all come from other parts of the 

country and the world, and in our isolated 

community, we bond together especially 

when someone needs a helping hand. I 

really don’t think there could be a better 

place to live than Fort McMurray, as I 

have seen over and over again amazing 

generosity from the people that live here. 

I can’t imagine living anywhere else any 

more, except for maybe some place warm 

on those extreme winter mornings when 

my car won’t start because I forgot to plug 

it in. I think of Fort McMurray as home, and 

always welcoming. So if you are new here, 

welcome, and if you are thinking of moving 

here, do it! It’s a decision you will never 

regret! 
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I have a family 
to support,” I 
said stiffly.  “If I 
give away all my 
cookies, how can I 
feed my family?

Folk Lore

A New York Christmas Story

B
ack in the old days, I had a 

successful bake-shop in Albany. I 

had a good business, a plump wife, 

and a big family.  I was a happy man.  But 

trouble came to my shop one year in the 

guise of an ugly old woman. She entered 

my shop a few minutes before closing and 

said:  “I wish to have a dozen cookies.”  

She pointed to my special Saint Nicholas 

cookies that were sitting out on a tray.  So I 

counted out twelve cookies for her.  

      The old woman’s eyes narrowed 

when she saw the cookies.  “Only twelve?” 

she asked.  I knew at once what she 

wanted.  There were some bakers in town 

who sometimes gave an extra cookie to 

their customers, but I was appalled by the 

custom.  What man of sense would give 

away an extra cookie for free?  

     “I asked for a dozen cookies, and you 

only give me twelve,” the woman said.

     “A dozen is twelve, my good woman, 

and that is what I have given you,” I replied.

     “I ordered a dozen cookies, not twelve,” 

said the old woman.  

      I was upset by this demand.  I always 

gave my customers exactly what they paid 

for.  But I was a thrifty man, and it was 

against my nature to give away something 

for nothing.   

      “I have a family to support,” I said 

stiffly.  “If I give away all my cookies, how 

can I feed my family?  A dozen is twelve, not 

thirteen!  Take it or leave it!”  

     “Very well,” said she, and left the shop 

without taking the cookies.  

      From that moment, my luck changed.  

The next day, my cakes were stolen out of 

my shop, and the thieves were never found.  

Then my bread refused to rise.  For a week, 

every loaf of bread I made was so heavy 

that it fell right through the oven and into 

the fire.  The next week, the bread rose so 

high that it actually floated up the chimney.  

I was frightened when I saw the loaves 

floating away across the rooftops.  That 

was the first moment I realized I had been 

bewitched.  It was then that I remembered 

the old woman who came to my shop, and I 

was afraid.  
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My customers 
began to avoid my 
cursed shop, even 
those who had 
come to me every 
day for years

Folk Lore

     

The next week, the 

old woman appeared again in my shop 

and demanded a baker’s dozen of the latest 

batch of my cookies.  I was angry.  How dare 

she show her face in my shop after all the 

bad luck she sent my way?  I cursed her 

soundly and showed her the door.  

     Things became worse for me then.  My 

bread soured, and my olykoeks (donuts) 

were a disgrace.  Every cake I made 

collapsed as soon as it came out of the 

oven, and my gingerbread children and my 

cookies lost their flavor.  Word was getting 

around that my bake-shop was no good, 

and one by one, my customers were falling 

away.   I was angry now, and stubborn.  No 

witch was going to defeat me.  When she 

came to my bake-shop a third time to 

demand a baker’s dozen of cookies, I told 

her to go to the devil and I locked the door 

behind her.  

      After that day, everything I baked was 

burnt or soggy, too light or too heavy.  My 

customers began to avoid my cursed shop, 

even those who had come to me every day 

for years.  Finally, my family and I were the 

only ones eating my baking, and my money 

was running out.  I was desperate.  I took 

myself to church and began to pray to Saint 

Nicholas, the patron Saint of merchants, to 

lift the witch’s curse from myself and my 

family.  

      “Come and advise me, Saint Nicholas, 

for my family is in dire straights and I need 

good counsel against this evil witch who 

stands against us,” I prayed.  Then I trudged 

wearily back to my empty shop, wondering 

what to do.  

       I stirred up a batch of Saint Nicholas 

cookies and put them into the oven to bake, 

wondering how this lot would turn out.  

Too much cinnamon?  Too little?  Burnt?  

Under-done?  To my surprise, they came 

out perfectly.  I frosted them carefully, 

and put my first successful baking in 

weeks onto a tray where they could be seen 

through the window.  When I looked up, 

Sinterklaas (Saint Nicholas) was standing in 

front of me.  

        I knew him at once, this patron Saint 

of merchants, sailors, and children.  He was 

not carrying his gold staff or wearing the 

red bishop’s robes and mitered hat that 

appeared on the figure I had just frosted on 

my cookies.   But the white beard and the 

kindly eyes were the same.  I was trembling 

so much my legs would not hold me, so I sat 

down on a stool and looked up at the Saint 

standing so near I could have touched him.   

His eyes regarded me with such sadness it 

made me want to weep.  

       Saint Nicholas said softly: “I spent 

my whole life giving money to those in need, 

helping the sick and suffering, and caring 

for little children, just as our Lord taught us.  

God, in his mercy, has been generous to us, 

and we should be generous to those around 

us.”  

       I could not bear to look into his eyes, 

so I buried my face in my hands.  

      “Is an extra cookie such a terrible 

price to pay for the generosity God has 

shown to us?” he asked gently, touching my 

head with his hand.  

     Then he was gone.  A moment later, I 

heard the shop door open, and footsteps 

approached the counter.  I knew before 

I looked up that the ugly old woman had 

returned to asked me for a dozen Saint 

Nicholas cookies.  I got up slowly, counted 

out thirteen cookies, and gave them to the 

old woman, free of charge.  

      She nodded her head briskly.  “The 

spell is broken,” she said.  “From this time 

onward, a dozen is thirteen.”  

     And from that day onward, I gave 

generously of my baking and of my money, 

and thirteen was always, for me, a baker’s 

dozen.  
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6 job-search mistakes to avoid 
when finding your first job 

L
aunching your first job search is 

both exciting and bewildering. 

You’re eager to impress potential 

employers with your newly gotten 

experience and degree, but you’re afraid 

that you might botch it. Here are some 

common job-search mistakes that trip up 

many new grads — and tips for avoiding 

them.

Mistake No. 1: Neglecting your network

Although online searches, campus 

career centers and career fairs all 

have their place, harness the power of 

professional networking when searching 

for your first job. Consider joining your 

school’s alumni network or a relevant 

professional association in your industry. 

Talk to as many people as you can — 

neighbors, parents’ friends, members 

of your house of worship — about your 

career goals, especially if they’re in the 

same or similar industries.

Mistake No. 2: Being sloppy or too clever

If you’re serious about the job search, 

you will not only carefully edit 

your résumé and cover letter, 

but you’ll ask someone else 

to take a look, too. Read your 

documents out loud to make 

sure they sound professional; 

this is also an excellent way 

to catch mistakes. Often, one 

typo can get your application 

tossed off the short list. 

It also doesn’t pay to be cute 

or clever. Yes, your application 

materials might stand out that 

way, but not always in a good way. See 

Robert Half’s “Resumania” column for 

other good advice and best practices.

Mistake No. 3: Sending out generic 

documents

When you come across that cool job 

post, don’t make the rookie mistake of 

sending out a one-size-fits-all application. 

If you want to land your first job, you have 

to do your homework.

Start by clicking through the 

company’s website. Search for recent 

news articles. You may also want to like 

their Facebook page and follow their 

Twitter feed. Then, tailor your résumé and 

cover letter to show how your skills and 

experience mesh with the job description, 

as well as the firm’s corporate goals and 

culture.

Mistake No. 4: Being careless about your 

online persona

Just as you conduct a Web search 

on the people that you’re interested in 

dating, potential 

Tailor your 
résumé and cover 
letter to show 
how your skills 
and experience 
mesh with the job 
description, as 
well as the firm’s 
corporate goals 
and culture
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Work spaces

employers will do a search on you. If you 

haven’t already, sign up with LinkedIn, 

upload a professional-looking profile 

photo and write a polished summary. 

You also need to comb through all your 

other online profiles and social media 

posts, and scrub what you don’t want 

hiring managers to see. Even though 

you may have set all the right privacy 

settings in the beginning, we all know how 

frequently they can change. It wouldn’t 

hurt to give everything a thorough once-

over as you start searching for your first 

job.

Mistake No. 5: Showing immaturity

After sending out personalized 

application materials, you’ll start hearing 

back from a few companies. Don’t give 

them reasons to doubt their judgment 

with unprofessional phone or email 

manners. That could cost you your first 

job opportunity.

Start by getting rid of the quirky or 

brusque voicemail message. Instead, 

record a pleasant and neutral one that’s 

appropriate for a job search.

Don’t forget to give your email the 

same treatment by having an address 

that is a variation of your full name 

— not a nickname, your hobby, an 

alternate persona or something worse. 

And if you have a quote or cute graphic 

automatically appended to the end of 

each email you send, you’ll want to delete 

that or change it to just your contact 

information.

Mistake No. 6: Being unprepared for 

interviews

You got a call for an interview, but you 

can’t just show up and expect to ace it. 

Now is the time to study. Anticipate the 

possible questions and rehearse the 

answers. Practice with someone to make 

sure your delivery is smooth, confident 

and on point. Realize that the interviewer 

may throw you oddball questions like, “If 

you could be any animal, which one would 

you be?” 

Also keep in mind that many 

preliminary interviews are now done 

by phone — and that not all hiring 

managers will set up appointments 

before calling. Be prepared for job-

related calls out of the blue. And when 

they do call, try to find a quiet location 

where you won’t be interrupted.

You may wonder how to get a first job 

when there’s so much competition for so 

few openings. By avoiding these common 

job-search mistakes, you’ll greatly 

increase your chances of success and a 

long, fulfilling career. 

 Practice with 
someone to 
make sure your 
delivery is smooth, 
confident and on 
point
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Letters from the community

I learnt about MCA 2.5 years ago, when I was learning English at the 

public library. I was interested in Community integration element, the way 

MCA promotes the values of each culture and how these elements could 

contribute to strengthening Canadian society.  Since last year, I began 

volunteering with the MCA, participating in events to promote the culture 

of my native country - Colombia through dance, cuisine and sharing 

ancient practices about child birth, motherhood and parenting on the 

show, “Meet the World in Wood Buffalo” on Shaw TV.

All these activities have also facilitated my integration and the integration 

of my own community that has motivated me to further promote our 

values. Our children have also shown a growing interest in participating in 

these cultural activities.

The MCA is a fantastic organization with great leadership in our 

community that facilitates the integration of different cultures by 

sharing knowledge and experiences from every corner of the planet and 

promoting respect and inclusion for all.

Cecilia Sara
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Literally Speaking
Poetry from the community

Human Family
I note the obvious differences
in the human family.
Some of us are serious,
some thrive on comedy.
Some declare their lives are lived
as true profundity,
and others claim they really live
the real reality.
The variety of our skin tones
can confuse, bemuse, delight,
brown and pink and beige and purple,
tan and blue and white.
I’ve sailed upon the seven seas
and stopped in every land,
I’ve seen the wonders of the world
not yet one common man.
I know ten thousand women
called Jane and Mary Jane,
but I’ve not seen any two
who really were the same.
Mirror twins are different
although their features jibe,
and lovers think quite different thoughts
while lying side by side.
We love and lose in China,
we weep on England’s moors,
and laugh and moan in Guinea,
and thrive on Spanish shores.
We seek success in Finland,
are born and die in Maine.
In minor ways we differ,
in major we’re the same.
I note the obvious differences
between each sort and type,
but we are more alike, my friends,
than we are unalike.
We are more alike, my friends,
than we are unalike.
We are more alike, my friends,
than we are unalike.

- Maya Angelou

The Crayon Box That Talked

While walking into a toy store the day before today

I overheard a crayon box with many things to say

“I don’t like Red!” said Yellow and Green said “Nor do I”

“And no one here likes Orange but no one knows just why”

“We are a box of crayons that doesn’t get along

Said Blue to all the others “Something here is wrong”

Well, I bought that box of crayons and took it home with me

And laid out all the colors so the crayons all could see

They watched me as I colored with Red and Blue and Green

And Black and White and Orange and every color in between

They watched as Green became the grass and Blue became the sky

The Yellow sun was shining bright on White clouds drifting by

Colors changing as they touched becoming something new

They watched me as I colored - they watched me till I was through

And when I finally finished I began to walk away

And as I did the crayon box had something more to say

“I do like Red!” said Yellow and Green said, “so do I”

And Blue you were terrific! So high up in the sky

“We are a box of crayons each one of us unique

But when we get together the picture is more complete”

- Shane DeRolf
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A message of  Health

Shifting Gears 
Michelle Hodder, Health Promotion

Pay attention 
to using your turn 
signal lights and 
giving drivers ample 
warning before 
changing lanes

S
now on the ground and frost in the 

air, winter has arrived and it’s time 

to be prepared for what the weather 

may bring. Recent Alberta traffic statistics 

show a 4% increase in the number of traffic 

fatalities on our Albertan roads, jumping 

from 345 lives lost in 2012 to 358 in 2013. 

Those statistics show the highest number 

of injury collisions occur in November & 

December.

Taking action to decrease these numbers 

and being a part of preventing more lives 

from senselessly being lost is everyone’s 

responsibility and should be on the top of 

our priority list. 

There is a lot of work to be done and it 

needs to begin with a cultural shift in our 

behaviours and attitudes around driving. 

Oftentimes drivers knowingly accept their 

impaired state and deliberately engage in 

high-risk behaviours. 

Here are a few safety tips to think about 

before you get behind the wheel:

Are you impaired at the wheel?

a.  Distracted Driving is a growing trend 

which includes eating, grooming, reading, 

changing radio stations and one of the 

most common distractions is texting 

while driving. Drivers engaged in texting 

are 23 more times likely to be involved in 

a crash or near-crash event compared to 

non-distracted drivers. 

b.  Drinking and driving contributes to the 

number one cause of criminal death in 

Canada and, yet, every impaired driving 

crash is preventable. Plan ahead, drink 

responsibly; be alert and cautious if you 

suspect you are sharing the roadway with 

an impaired driver and always report a 

suspected impaired driver.

c.  Speeding is yet another preventable 

impairment of drivers; follow the posted 

speed limits and always adjust your driv-

ing speed according to the road condi-

tions and weather for safety.

Are you a skilled driver?

Are you a new driver? Have you completed 

formal driver training? Have you experienced 

both summer and winter driving? Have you 

become somewhat lax in your driving habits 

over the years? If you answered a yes or a 

maybe to any of these questions it may be 

time for you to take a good look at both your 

driving skills and habits. 

a. Be aware and knowledgeable of the rules 

of the road; rules will vary from province 

to province. 

b. Pay attention to using your turn signal 

lights and giving drivers ample warning 

before changing lanes. Be cautious not to 

drive too closely to the vehicle in front of 

you and be aware that larger vehicles will 

need more time to brake.

c. Be pedestrian friendly; yield right away to 

pedestrians and stop at crosswalks when 

a pedestrian is crossing.

During the holiday season and all-year 

round plan ahead to stay safe; allow plenty 

of travel time, keep a tidy vehicle, secure 

pets properly, pre-program your route on 

GPS devices prior to driving, store your cell 

phone out of your reach while driving and 

keep two hands on the wheel for better 

control and less fatigue.  

For more information please visit Alberta Transportation at www.transportation.alberta.ca and 

Alberta Health Services at www.albertahealthservices.ca.

WinTER2015 Multicultural Association of 
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My favourite  Cultural Dish

Tuscan Tomato and Stale Bread Soup
Lena Brujeni Abbasi

ingredients

Oil 

3 tablespoons extra-virgin 

olive oil

Onion 

1 small onion, chopped

Garlic  

1 garlic clove, thinly sliced

Tomatoes  

2 pounds fresh tomatoes, 

peeled, seeded and roughly 

chopped (or canned San 

Marzano’s)

Bread 

3/4 pound day-old Italian 

peasant bread, roughly sliced

Water  

2 cups water

Thyme 

2 sprigs of thyme

Parsley 

½ bunch of Parsley

Black Pepper  

Freshly ground black pepper

Salt to taste

Grated Parmigiano-Reggiano 

How to prepare

In a 12-inch sauté pan, heat the olive oil over a medium-high flame until hot but not smok-

ing. Add the onion and garlic and sauté for a few minutes, until onion is translucent. Add 

half the herbs. Add chopped tomatoes and their juices and bring to a boil. Reduce to a sim-

mer and let cook until the tomatoes begin to soften and break down, about 5 minutes.

Using a wooden spoon, add the stale bread chunks and water. Continue simmering until all 

the bread has absorbed as much liquid as possible, yielding a baby food-like consistency. 

Stir in the basil and reserved herbs. Puree if desired. Season, to taste, with pepper. Let the 

soup continue simmering for 10 more minutes, then serve immediately in warmed soup 

bowls. Garnish with Parmigiano.

WinTER2015 Multicultural Association of 
Wood Buffalo



Please register on  
www.multiculturefm.org/programs

Creative Design by: 
Amar Deshmukh

www.twitter.com/MCA4WB

www.facebook.com/MulticulturalAssociationOfWoodBuffalo
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UpcOMINg  
EVENTS

Multicultural Cookery
Jan 24, 10am, Indian Cookery  
Holy Trinity Food Lab
Mar 14,  10am, TBA Holy Trinity Food Lab

Multicultural Engagement Meeting in col-
laboration with Arts Council Wood Buffalo
Jan 22, 6-8pm, Bob Lamb Bldg

Cultural Competency in the Workplace
Jan 29 8am-12pm, Keyano College

Multicultural EXPO 2015
Feb 14, 7pm,  Keyano Theatre  
International Film
Feb 15, 12-5pm, Nexen Feild House  
Travel the World in Wood Buffalo

International Day for the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination
Mar 21, 6-8, McDonald Island

1.  MCA staff, Krystell, Tayler, Caitlin, 
Mary and Jyothi flank presenters 
Diane, Susan, Courtney and  Cindy

2.  Angelina Gionet has a question

3.  MCA board members 
Cindy and Sara 

4.  Mayor Blake and Tracy 
McKinnon in a serious chat

5.  Canadian Women’s Foundation 
Director and keynote speaker Diane 
Redsky addresses the audience 

6.  Cross Cultural Parenting Program 
graduates with facilitators 
Phil and Linda Sovdi

7.  Diane Redsky accepts the 
painting by Sonia Burke Smith

8.  MCA board members Paul, Kouame, 
Cindy, Jonathan, Sana and Sara

9.  MCA staff at Christmas Dinner 
2014 at Sawridge Caitlin, Jyothi, 
Krystell, Neha, Mary and Alejandra

1 2
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